
Something to think about: If you fish the wrong fly long and hard enough, it will sooner or later become the right fly.Something to think about: If you fish the wrong fly long and hard enough, it will sooner or later become the right fly.
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Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. Its thin 
current slides away, but eternity remains.
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I wanted to catch up with a few of our Trout Bums…

First... A thank you to Joe Miller for touching base with me regarding an article by 
Jan Boyer, Fisheries Biologist, Arizona Game & Fish Department, on page 8, accom-
panied with data sheets on pages 16 & 17.  Jan, I apprciate the short notice I gave 
you for taking time to meet my articles deadline.

And, to bring you up to speed with Joe…well he’s doing fine. I talked to him on 
the phone for a few minutes the other day and he’s staying in touch with a few of 
his trout friends. In fact Jim Strogen and Dorothy Howell drove down to see Joe. 
As, Jim mentions- “We had a good visit. We sat out on the patio area of his room. 
He has chickens and geese next door to listen to, and he shares that he had a 
couple quail knocking at his patio door the day before.”

Thanks Joe, these are all good signs... I’ll stay in touch with you. Good to hear 
your voice and your input here for the rest of the DFC Trout Bums.

Also a special thanx to Vince Deadmond what with a quick email before my ar-
ticle newsletter deadline from me he found time to drop me a few lines on the 
latest Rocky Point trip. I’m sure many had a great time and look forward to the 
next adventure with Vince.

And so it goes...
R. McKeon, Editor

After a pretty busy March, April is f lying at us at warp speed. We had a great meeting with 
Pat Dorsey in March and have a great presentation for April by our own Joe Staller, the man 
of international fishiness! With a couple of outing scheduled for April, I am most excited 
about the Seneca lake outing on the 16th, bass, pan fish, and maybe trout sounds like a lot 
of fun. 

I feel like we are officially in the best time of the year fishing wise, the mountain waters 
are turning on, and the warm water lakes of the desert are still putting out quality fish. As 
with other years it seems as though the salt river chain of lakes has a golden algae problem, 
I don’t know how severe this will be, but I know they turned the f low on to move water 
through the lakes to help with the issue. If I hear more on the algae issue, we will chat about 
it in the meeting. My fishing report is the urban lakes have been excellent for a couple of 
days and then a cold front comes in and changes the game up a bit. Look for some topwater 
bite as the spawn tapers off on the urban water. Our mountain fisheries are going to be hard 

to gauge right now, we had a lackluster winter as far as snowfall and accumulation goes. This translates to low water 
and high-water temps by as soon as June, you can probably count on some forest closures as well. The only saving 
grace is My “weather guy” says the monsoon should be as good as last year. So, in the words of the fishing savants, 
fish early and fish often!

Keeping with the theme, my tip of the month is incoming. Strike detection seems like a good point to focus on. 
When we had the casting games, I as well as others took the opportunity to fish the pond at the McQueen center. I 
happened to venture over to between the ramadas and found a couple of willing bass, and a couple of trout. I was 
fishing a damsel f ly nymph about 4.5’ under an indicator, with 4x f loro tippet, additionally the nymph was tied on a 
jig hook so it doesn’t snag up as often. After I caught a few fish, I wanted to share the method and had a couple of club 
members meander over to the hot spot. The reason was to show them how light the bass bite was. The trout hit it on 
the move so the indicator jumped, bobbed, dipped, and was pretty easy to see. The bass however waited for the f ly to 
settle on the bottom, or ate it on the drop after a short 8” strip. Eating the f ly this way does very very little to the in-
dicator. Consequently, you have to observe what the normal (no fish, no eat) state of the indicator is; how high it rides 
on the water, how the f ly settling to the bottom causes the indicator to move, and how quick the indicator recovers 
when you stop pulling the line. In general, when these bass ate, the indicator did three things different; didn’t come 
back up to the surface after the strip at the same rate as normal( slower rising through the water), the indicator didn’t 
f loat as high on the water surface after the strip (if normally ¾ of the indicator is above water, a bite would cause it 
to be only ¼ out of the water), and lastly the indicator post strip will not bounce as much,( normally the indicator 
will have a certain amount of bounces post strip, if that is normally 4 bounces, and you only see 1 that’s an eat most 
of the time). The short of that long winded paragraph was knows what is the non-fish state of you rig, and if the rig 
does something out of normal, set the hook for tight lines!
Enjoy the cooler, but warmer weather and some spring fishing!
Mike
Mike Faulkinbury-DFC Acting Pesident  •  live2flyfish@gmail.



DFC All Better Together Fly Fishing Club
Meet up with us...We'll talk Fly Fishing!  

WEDNESDAY • APRIL 13, 2022WEDNESDAY • APRIL 13, 2022                
Join in with one our own Trout Bums...

JOE STALLERJOE STALLER

WE'RE
GETTIN'

BACK
TOGETHER 
AS A CLUB!

MASKS ARE OPTIONAL

ELKS LODGE
1775 West Chandler Blvd. • Chandler, Arizona 85224

Chit/Chat at: 6:30
Meeting and Club Speaker at: 7:00

Joe will pass on some good tips and trips regarding 
one of his favorite passions since retiring...

BASS FISHING!
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MARCH
1/2 DOZ.

HAND CRAFTED 
BASS POPPERS

APRIL
DAVE WEAVER
7.6 ft • 3/4 wt

FLY ROD

2022 Membership Drive is on!
....Renew and Receive one ticket for a Dave Weaver Fly Rod
It’s time to renew your annual DFC 2022 Membership:  
$35 Individual • $350 Life Time  |  Renewals or New Members get 1 ticket... 
2 tickets for NEW Lifetime membership for the Dave Weaver Fly Rod drawing 
in April. All Lifetime Members will automatically receive 2 tickets- each year!

BONUS PLUS!! Each month an added drawing for all who renew!

Get in on the “monthly” added drawing for that extra little something from the DFC Board knowing you're 
special keeping the club together during these troubled times. Each month there’s a drawing for those who 
renewed during that month. Here’s the BONUS PLUS!! Your name will automatically be entered into the next 
months drawing, and then the next month.  You’ll have a chance to keep winning...there will be one winner each 
month! Everyone has a chance to win along with the Dave Weaver Fly Rod in April.

JANUARY
 WHITING
  SADDLE 
FEATHERS

DFC makes it easy to pay your dues....Just click on the link below. We are now PAYPAL!

2022 Dave Weaver Fly Rod: 8' 3/4 weight • 7pc rod - Tuck this travel rod away with you while  hiking 
back for those hard to reach streams in Arizona. Smooth action and sensitive to the touch, crafted for many hours of pleasure.

For those who prefer pay by check: Fill out Annual Membership Form found in this newsletter, attach your payment and mail.

FEBRUARY
7/8 

FLY REEL

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW

DFC link to purchase Lifetime Family Membership Dues for $350...Click link below:

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=9LS44D7GYS63J

DICK BROOKS TOM BURBA MARIE McCLEARN

Bob Harrison, Dave Wea-
ver, Bruce Bowers, Dick 
Murphy, Charlie Rosser 
and Carl Rutherford hos-
ted a DFC booth at the Gil-
bert Expo on Saturday. We 
provided casting instruc-
tion for all those interes-
ted in learning. Four of us 
were also demonstrating 
fly tying. There was quite 
a crowd and many showed 
interest in learning how to 
fly fish. Many DFC pamph-
lets were handed out.DF
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For many of us, fly fishing is quite an active form of fishing. 
In my case, I make my cast, work the line through the targe-
ted water carefully, and cast again. This is done either in a 
series of fan casts to an area, or by moving down the bank. 
This approach keeps me very focused on watching the wa-
ter at all times, anticipating a strike. As part of this approach, 
I like to move along the bank at a good pace when I fish. 

On a stream, it is not uncommon for me to cover a half 
mile or more of water in an afternoon. When I fish Woods 
Canyon Lake in the fall for tigers and rainbows, I often hike 
to the spillway and then fish back to the boat ramp area in 
a morning.

In a lake, the fish are not evenly dispersed. In Green Val-
ley Lake in Payson for example, there are often certain spots 
that bluegills or crappies seem to congregate at certain 
times of the year, while at other times they shift to diffe-
rent locations depending on temperature, shade, aquatic 
insects, or the need to spawn. I continue to move along 
the lake to favored pockets with quick casts into the water 
between those spots in case that water has gotten produc-
tive since my last visit. 

When I find a spot that works, I will fish it until my catch 
rate starts to drop. I often fish the biggest of the three lakes 
in about an hour and a half. It is not uncommon for me to 
fish at least parts of all three lakes in an afternoon. 

My experience with finding trout in the Green Valley 
Lakes is a bit less predictable than where I tend to look for 
crappies and bluegills. Initially after stocking, folks do well 
near the stocking points, but soon the fish scatter to all 
parts of all three lakes. When I think I have it figured out, the 
trout cross me up. 

A few days ago, I ended my day with catching and rele-
asing five trout in about a two hundred foot section of lake 
3 in less than half an hour. Two days later I was back at the 
lake, and that spot only produced one trout. I did not over-
fish the spot, but instead kept moving. This time, the hot 
spot was the big dock that produced several fish, whereas 
on the earlier trip I didn’t get a single bite off the dock. 

Since I like to move so much, and appreciate the beau-
tiful surroundings that Rim Country streams provide, I love 
to cover a lot of water when I am fishing a creek. That also 
has the advantage of getting away from the crowd and into 
water that is often less fished. 

 I don’t fish a spot very long because I have confidence 
in the fly and the technique that I use over that stretch of 
water. I expect to have a fish at least flash at my fly, if not 
bite it after a few casts. If that doesn’t happen, I typically 
move on. That is not to say that I feel that I catch all of the 
trout in that stretch of water that I fish; far from it. But I 

don’t feel that twenty more casts will improve my 
chances of success. There is water that I get skun-
ked on that I just know must have a trout or two 
in it, but I accept that for whatever reason, they 
are not interested in what I presented to them that 
day. I am happy to move on in hopes of finding 
more cooperative fish further down the bank.

An example of a stream where this approach 
has served me very well is Silver Creek outside of 
Show Low. I visit that creek during the catch and 
release season from October 1st through March 
31st. There are a lot of big trout in that stream, but 
many times I have run across fish that are just not 
interested in my offerings. After a reasonable at-
tempt at coaxing them to bite, I am happy to move 
on as I know that within a short walk there are 
plenty more trout that might find my fly worth a 
grab. That strategy has paid off several times with 
multiple fish days of large trout.

I like the variety that moving to new water on 
a stream provides. Every hole offers new opportu-
nity and requires me to adjust to the new condi-
tions. As I move along a creek, it is sometimes like 
visiting an old friend, as I have become very fami-
liar with how I have successfully fished particular 
pools in the past. 

One of the great things about stream fishing 
though, is that Mother Nature often does a rede-
sign of the creek after a heavy winter or monsoon 
storm. It is fun to encounter a newly created pool 
and figure out where to look for trout in the new 
water. 

That new look at a hole also happens someti-
mes for me when I catch my fly on a bush on the 
other side of the creek. If I am careful, I can slowly 
move across the creek and get a cast in from the 
side of the creek that I don’t usually fish. There is 
a favorite pool on Lower Canyon Creek that as a 
left handed caster, I had fished from one bank for 
years largely unsuccessfully. I knew there were fish 
in the pool, but I just couldn’t get them to bite. 
My grandson, a right handed fisherman attacked 
the pool from the opposite bank, and that made 
all the difference. 

I think movement around different parts of la-
kes and streams has improved my fishing success. 
It certainly has increased the fun I have each trip. 

Moving Moving 
Creates More Creates More 
OpportunitiesOpportunities  
for Successfor Success
by Jim Strogen

A favorite hole of mine on Tonto Creek that 
most anglers walk right by, probably becau-
se they are worried about hooking up on the 
vegetation. I have lost flies in this hole, but 
coaxed plenty of fish from under the shade 
of those vines; an easy trade-off for me. 

Owen Strogen fishing a great Canyon Creek 
hole. This is the one I fished ineffectively for 
years from the opposite bank. 

Donn Newhouse showing that some spots 
require a creative approach to fish. This stra-
tegy works really well on this spot on Green 
Valley Lake. 

Owen and Ayden Strogen on Tonto Creek. 
Many anglers fish this hole from the top of 
the waterfall or the rock ledge to the left of 
the boys. They have moved to the perfect 
spot to cast and easily net and release their 
catch.
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Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist -Life on the Fly   •  Payson Roundup Newspaper  |  Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com   •  photos by: Jim Strogen
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DFC DFC 
All Better TogetherAll Better Together  

Fly Fishing Fly Fishing 
DANISH DANISH 
GAMES GAMES 
DAY:DAY:  3/5/223/5/22

photos: jay figley & bob mckeon

A sunny day with a slight wind and 40 Trout Bums, what 
a day for casting, fishing, food and coming together once 
again. Fly tiers- Marie M, Brian H, Daniel, Jeff V, Frank S, 
and William with busied fingers...The silent auction win-
ners: Dan Briley won the reel  Shawn Whitaker won the 
rod...Special thanks to Art Helwig for donating the items 
for the auction. Special thanx to all the cooks and Dick 
Brooks for being head wrangler and host. 
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Join Jim Strogen for a morning touring one of three fun Rim Country streams. He 
will share good spots to fish each of these waters, strategies that work well for him on each 
creek; and on the Tonto Creek trip, even take a look at some of the aquatic bug life that is 
prevalent on Rim Country streams. 
   These morning sessions will NOT be fishing trips, but you are welcome to fish afterwards at 
some of the spots that you learn about, or take the opportunity to head up to Willow Springs 
or Woods Canyon Lake for tigers and rainbows while they are still more likely to be close to 
shore. 

    You are welcome to sign up for more than one trip. 
Tonto Creek (stocked with rainbows, but can get an occasional wild brown 
from Horton Creek)
Wednesday April 6
East Verde River (Includes Upper East Verde at Washington Park spots for wild rainbows. 
This UEVR road is dirt, but in good shape)
Thursday April 7

Upper Christopher Creek (wild browns and both wild and stocked rainbows)
Thursday April 14
(2 mile dirt road that is bumpy for a 200 yard section, but the rest is decent)

DFC Members, please sign up with Jim (jimstrog@gmail.com or 480-242-2569) in advance 
and be sure to include your cell number so Jim can keep in touch on the field trip days.  

Participants  can carpool or (car caravan especially if you want to fish afterwards). We will 
leave the Payson Home Depot parking lot, by the roundabout exit, at 8am. If you are not 
planning to fish, we will be back to Payson well before lunchtime.

Would You Like to Learn Where/How to Fish... Would You Like to Learn Where/How to Fish... 
Tonto Creek,  The East Verde River, and Tonto Creek,  The East Verde River, and 
Upper Christopher Creek?Upper Christopher Creek?

Isn't it the club members that give it life?
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The Lees Ferry area of the Colorado River is a truly unique fishery. The construction of Glen 
Canyon Dam in the 1960s created a cold, clear tailwater in the muddy Colorado, and now anglers 
can fish for trout beneath towering sandstone walls. The Arizona Game and Fish Department (AZ-
GFD) manages the Lees Ferry fishery in cooperation with the National Park Service. We manage 
this fishery according to a fisheries management plan for Lees Ferry, which has goals for fish abun-
dance, size structure, and angler catch that we try to meet in order to maintain a quality rainbow 
trout fishing experience. We are able to learn about size and numbers of fish in the river from our 
electrofishing surveys, and can monitor angler catch rates with our creel surveys. However, our 
surveys cannot measure the sizes of fish anglers catch, which makes it difficult to know if we are 
meeting our goals for a quality rainbow trout fishery. That’s where you can help!

We are asking anglers to measure the fish the catch while fishing at Lees Ferry, record these 
lengths, and share the length measurements with us. These data will help evaluate whether we 
are meeting angler catch rate goals for each size class of rainbow trout, and guide management 
decisions to improve rainbow trout size structure if we are not meeting our goals. We’ve been 
collecting length data from anglers for a few years, and have been able to determine that the fish 
anglers are capturing at Lees Ferry are smaller (2021 average: 12”) than what we hope to see based 
on the Lees Ferry fishery management plan. We’ve also observed that for fish over 8”, the size 
distributions from angler catch and AZGFD electrofishing catch are very similar, so whatever f lies 
and techniques anglers are using are catching all of the sizes of fish out there. AZGFD does catch 
a lot of very small fish (1.5” to 8”) that anglers rarely catch though!

If you want to participate, print out the datasheet included in the newsletter (print double sided, 
then cut into 4 sheets along the gray lines). We can also mail you datasheets printed on water resis-
tant paper if you send us an email with your mailing address. There are instructions for measuring 
fish, recording data, and returning data to AZGFD on the back of the datasheet. We’ve tried to 
keep things as simple as possible for you – the datasheets are small enough to fit in a shirt or wader 
pocket so you can keep them on you while fishing, and you do not need to mail them to us, at the 
end of the day you can simply take a photo of the completed datasheet with your phone and 
text or email it to us (jboyer@azgfd.gov or 928-275-1062).

Citizen Science Citizen Science 
Opportunity – Opportunity – 
help AZGFD betterhelp AZGFD better  
understand the understand the 
Lees Ferry Lees Ferry 
Trout FisheryTrout Fishery

JAN BOYER 
Fisheries Biologist, 
Arizona Game & 
Fish Department

SEE PAGES 16 & 17 FOR AZGFD DATA SHEETS • LEES FERRY TROUT FISHERY

DFC Club EDUCATION for 2022...
   Rod Building 

  Fly Tying 

  Fly Fishing 101

QUESTIONS?

Dave W reports there are 3 people interested and 6 or more signed up for a rod 
building class. He will schedule a class in June or July.  

Beginner tying and intermediate tying before the meeting will continue before the 
meeting from around 5:45 until the meeting starts. Bring your equipment and tie 
one of the patterns from Tying Corner or tie your own. Bob Harrison will have ma-
terial and walk beginners through the panfish fly patterns. Feel free to ask for help 
on the intermediate patterns or bring your own to demonstrate to others.

We are working with Gilbert Parks to schedule an open to public Fly Fishing 101 that Carl 
Rutherford has prepared. This is intended to cover the most basic how to get started but if 
you are have the basics, you are welcome to attend. You can expect that the discussion can 
range far beyond just those basics. 

Catch: Tom Horvath, DFC Educational- mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com • (602) 768-7280
Catch: Bob Harrison, Fly Tying - Harrn7963@aol.com • (480) 735-9743
Catch: Carl Rutherford, Fly Fishing 101 - carlruthe@gmail.com (480)-325-1469 
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DFC Hosted Outing DFC Hosted Outing 
BIG LAKE BIG LAKE 
May 20-22, 2022May 20-22, 2022

Boulder Cove at Boulder Cove at 
Canyon Lake Canyon Lake 
Saturday, June 11, 2202Saturday, June 11, 2202

DFC has reserved the group site at the Apache Trout campground at 
Big Lake for the weekend of May 20-22, 2022. There are 24 sites in the  
Fir group site, and they are available first come first serve to arriving 
DFC members.  Check in is after 2 pm on Friday, and check out is before 
1 pm on Sunday.  We are asking all those that plan to attend to please 
bring $40 (cash, check or credit card) to the DFC monthly meeting on 
Wednesday April 13.  Alternatively, you could mail a check for $40 and a 
note that this is for the June White Mountains outing to:
DFC, PO Box 6404 • Chandler, AZ 85246
 Even easier, you could pay on PayPal using this link: https://www.paypal.
com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=VYK8XAU4D-
RRHC.
Your $40 pays for two nights camping, plus DFC will pay for entrees 
(brats, burgers etc) for a Saturday night potluck at the group site pa-
vilion.  The Fir loop features rest rooms with flush toilets and showers. 
The individual camp sites are nice, but they do NOT include electricity 
or water.
As far as fishing goes, members could plan on hitting any of the area 
streams or lakes, although I suspect most members will want to bring 
their float tubes or kick boats and fish Big Lake. For more information 
please contact one of the co-hosts for this event.
Joe Staller, joestaller@yahoo.com •  cell 602-568-9431
Dick Brooks, gdubby77@gmail.com •  cell 480-203-9634
See you there!

Please mark your calendars for a great day trip to Boulder Cove at 
Canyon Lake on Saturday June 11. Typically, we will catch a lot of nice 
bluegill and bass on floating or slow sinking lines.   Your standard trout 
rods, reels and lines should do fine.   4X or 5X tippet is perfect.   At this 
time of year, the fish will tend to hang near the numerous stands of cat-
tails, and will readily take small rubber legged nymphs, semiseal leeches, 
or even standard trout flies. Attendees will need either a Tonto pass or an 
America the Beautiful pass to park a vehicle. Boulder Cove is "no engine" 
area and only human powered watercraft are allowed. Be advised that 
you will need to be able to carry your float tube, kick boat, kayak or stand 
up paddle board down a short flight of steps to  launch.   Bring plenty 
of water, sunscreen and snacks. The water temps will be high enough 
that waders will NOT be needed, but you might want to wear long quick 
dry pants tucked into long socks  to avoid the dreaded "swimmers itch" 
which is actually caused by a parasitic larvae of a flatworm. 
I recommend getting to the lake early (like 6:00 am) to get a good par-
king spot and to avoid the worst of the heat.
For more information, please contact your trip host. 
Joe Staller (joestaller@yahoo.com, cell 602-568-9431)
P.S. I have heard the reports that a golden algae bloom is currently in 
progress at Saguaro, Canyon and Apache Lakes. I'm hopeful that the SRP 
plan to switch water flows to the Phoenix canal system from the Verde 
River to the Salt River chain will dilute and flush out the golden algae.   
Rest assured that we will pre-fish Boulder cove prior to the trip and make 
sure that the fishing is still OK prior to this outing.

1. Big Lake trip moved to May 20-22 since all of the June 
weekends were booked. Valerie Staller has already 
booked the May 20-22 dates.
2. May Lee's Ferry trip crossed out; replaced by Big Lake
3. Boulder Cove at Canyon Lake: Saturday, June 11, 2022
4. Need some suggestions for an August outing.

Questions/Comments? Catch: Joe Staller at:
joestaller@yahoo.com

DFC Outings DFC Outings 
2022 2022 
NotesNotes
& Updates...& Updates...

UPPER LAKE MARY- APRIL 23, 2022

HAS BEEN CANCELLED!
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PHWFF
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

to re-certify this year.  The program instructs everyone how 
to be safe in a boat, wading and float tubing and applies that 
information in practical, in the water, exercises in a controlled 
environment.  This year that took place at the home of volun-
teer Gary Shoman in their beautiful and HEATED swimming 
pool.  Gary’s wife Karen kept us energized with baked goodies.  
And we thank them for their hospitality.  In all 22 veterans and 
volunteers were certified and I’m happy to report that our life-
guard was absolutely bored with nothing to do!  The certifica-
tion processes for wading and float tubing is in 2 parts and the 
second half of each will take place at Patagonia Lake in April 
and on the Salt River in May.  Safety on the water is always 
our number one priority and our spotless accident record is, in 
part, due to this certification process.

We are looking forward to our fishing outings scheduled 
throughout the summer and fall months and if you would 
like to know more about the Phoenix program, see me at the 
monthly DFC meeting or contact me by email or phone at:  
richbs67@outlook.com or 480-268-4297

Tight lines,
Rich Simmons

PHWFF Phoenix program gets ready for a great fishing season.
The Phoenix program is working on being well prepared for all the events planned 
for this year by holding classes focused on the skills needed to make each outing a 
huge success.

Another busy month is just about over for our Phoenix program of Project 
Healing Waters Fly Fishing.  We are making sure our disabled veteran partici-
pants have educational programs that teach the skills needed for the specific 
types of fishing they will encounter and putting them in an outdoor setting that 
simulates those conditions better than sitting in a classroom.  For example, our 
education program for this month covered roll casting which was needed during 
our fishing trip to “Lake #9” at Sun City Grand.  The Sun City Grand Fishing Club 
was our host for a day of fishing that included our vets landing sun fish, carp, and 
bass.  We had lots of expert help from club members.  And one of our veterans, 
Michelle T., caught her first fish on a fly rod and did it with a fly she tied in a class 
earlier in March.  This is a big milestone for Michelle, and we all got to enjoy it 
with her.  Many more to come!

This past Saturday we held our first Water Safety and Certification class in 2 
years.  About seven years ago the Phoenix program pioneered the concept of 
a water safety and certification process within Healing Waters, and it remains 
the only program that has one.  These programs had been conducted annually 
but the pandemic caused us to miss 2 years making it necessary for everyone 

Project Healing Waters 
April 2022

Phoenix program veteran, Ed Mardock, lands a nice bass with the help of 
members of the Sun City Grand Fishing Club at “Lake #9” in Sun City Grand.

Veterans and Volunteers enjoy a short break in the Water Safety and Certi-
fication program on March 26th at the home of Gary and Karen Shoman in 
Goodyear.  Stephen B., the guy on the near left side was the bored lifeguard!

DFC DFC 
All Better TogetherAll Better Together  
Fly Fishing Fly Fishing ClubClub
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Desert Fly Casters

Fly Tying CornerFly Tying Corner    

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.  For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.  

April Flies of the MonthApril Flies of the Month

Panfish GurglerPanfish Gurgler
Hook: 2XL Nymph hook (but any hook can be used) 
Thread: Color to match foam 6/0 
Tail: Bucktail or Calf tail any color, you can even add 
Krystal Flash to the tail  •  Legs: Rubber Legs or palmer rib 
a hackle  through the body   •  Body: Dubbing, chenille, 
Braided Ribbon use your imagination   •  Over Body: 2 mm 
foam. And add a second layer for easy to see sight
https://www.flyfishersinternational.org/Tying/
FlyoftheMonth/tabid/237/Default.aspx

Fowlers Magic DragonFowlers Magic Dragon
Hook: 2XL Nymph Hook size 6 to 10  •  Thread: 6/0 Brown   
Abdomen: Olive/Brown marabou (Stacked around hook shank 
and trimmed in a triangle shape  •  Legs: Optional Sili Legs  
Wingcase: Brown Swiss Straw   •  Thorax: Olive/Brown Dubbing 
Eyes: Medium Mono Dumbbell eyes
https://www.flyfishersinternational.org/LinkClick.aspx?
fileticket=yOFpNJbRjCI%3d&tabid=237&portalid=0&mid=1006

White & Orange DemonWhite & Orange Demon
by Hans Van Klinken by Hans Van Klinken 
Hook: Daiichi X452 or 2546, size 2/0 or 3/0.  •  Thread: Orange 6/0 (140 
denier).  •  Eyes: Dumbbell eyes.  •  Tail: Orange arctic fox, two grizzly 
feathers, and pearl rainbow flash.  •  Rib: Gold or silver wire.
Body: Green Straggle String or green crystal Micro Chenille.
Wing: White Zonker strip, rainbow Krystal Flash or holographic fiber, 
and white arctic fox.  •  Throat: Orange rabbit fur.
Pike on the Fly | Fly Tyer

SMP-SMP-  by Skip Morrisby Skip Morris
HOOK: Standard to heavy wire, standard length to 1X long (I like the Daiichi 1560), sizes 12 
to 8 (for pan-fishes, bigger for the basses).  •  THREAD: Orange flat waxed nylon.  
 EYES: Lead-substitute barbell (for a fast-sinking fly) or bead-chain eyes.  •  BODY: 
Sparkling orange synthetic dubbing (Antron, SLF, AZ Sparkle Nymph...).  •  WING: An 
orange marabou plume over a yellow plume; a few strands of fine pearl Mylar such as 
Angel Hair between the plumes is optional. If you bind the wing on with crisscrossed 
turns of thread over the stem of the eyes, and whip finish the thread crossways between 
the eyes, the wing will be fuller than if you bind the plumes directly around the shank.   
Comments: Tie it in purple, black, red, green – whatever color or colors you like.  
https://www.flyfisherman.com/editorial/best-panfish-flies/152078

A couple panfish flies for Boulder Cove or Seneca, a dragon fly nymph for use in the shallow edges and 
a Pike fly for upcoming Lake Mary outing. Links to original content are included for step by step instructions. 

We will have beginner and intermediate tying before the meeting from ~ 5:45  until meeting starts. 
For beginners, I recommend Gurgler or SMP. They should work in Boulder Cove or at Seneca, Intermediate 

tyers may want to try Demon pike fly for a Lake Mary trip. 
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Seneca Lake Outing
 Saturday, April 16, 2022

Meeting Time: 8:00 a.m. at the Lake  •  Meeting Location: Seneca Lake  •  Max. # Attendees: No limit
Directions: The lake is on the San Carlos Indian Reservation off HWY 60 just before the Salt River Canyon. From the valley, head east on US 60. 
Drive through Globe, and turn left on US 60/77 just past the McDonalds. After approximately 32 miles, the Lake will be on your left, just before 
you start your descent into the Salt River Canyon. It is poorly signed—we saw one sign on the right ~1/2 mile before the turnoff. After the turno-
ff, bear somewhat to the left, we will meet at the one concrete launch ramp.  (There is a maze of roads back there. See the map. DON’T FORGET 
TO BUY YOUR PERMITS WHILE IN GLOBE.
Fish: Trout, bass, sunfish  •    Fishing strategy: The most effective 
approach would be to fish from a kick boat, kayak or float tube.  
Tackle: Rod Wt(s) • 3 wt-6 wt  • Line: floating, intermediate, sinking 
Leader: 9 ft., 4-5X  • Tippet: 4-5X

Hook sizes: Your favorite bass, trout and sunfish patterns should 
work. Wooly buggers, leeches, hare’s ears, pheasant tails, and small 
rubber leg patterns should all work. Throw in some Clousers  
or other streamers for the bass, and you should have it covered.  
Other gear: Waders  •  Sunscreen  •  Float Tube   •  Pontoon Boat  •  
Kayak  Personal Flotation Device  •  Polarized sunglasses  •  Lunch, 
snacks, drinks.

Hosted Outing Leader: Mark Sokol  •  Phone: 480-216-4164  •  Email: mesokol@msn.com

COMMENTS:  You need to have a San Carlos fishing permit, an an-
nual habitat stamp, and a boat permit for any water craft. —all are 
available in Globe at the Circle K, located 1 mile past (East) the US-60 
turn off, on the left (North) side of the road, 2011 E Ash St, Globe, AZ 
85501.  An annual habitat stamp is $5, the daily permit is $10, the wa-
ter craft permit is $5. You will also need a USCG–approved wearable 
life jacket—The San Carlos folks have been known to check for this.
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Rocky Point in the spring can be a wonder-
ful thing, the fishing, socializing, weather, 
and dining all came together for the DFC 
RP Spring Outing.  The three days of fis-
hing was excellent, while wind and waves 
were very manageable, making the pon-
toon boating and kayaking enjoyable.  The 
fishing was good enough where everyone 
caught good quality fish.  Any time  seve-
ral 20-22 inch are caught on an outing is 
note worthy.  We had enough fish to run 
through the smoker, and folks got to en-
joy smoked fish and smoked fish dip.  The 
club members enjoyed dining at several 
different local cantina’s, and we had a lar-
ge group at El Captain on Saturday eve-
ning.  We had several socials at the end 
of the day where we talked fishing, nibbled 
snacks, and planned the next day of fishing.  
If this sounds like fun and you missed this 
one we will visit Rocky Point again in the 
fall. 

AAAHHH... AAAHHH... 
SPRING IN SPRING IN 
ROCKY POINTROCKY POINT
by Vince Deadmond

Questions/Comments?
Or..if you want to hang 
with Vince with his next trip
Catch Vince at:
vincehasgonefishing@outlook.com
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Yes, It is March Madness at Casting for Recovery too!!
If you are one of the FABULOUS ladies who just got their INVITATION to the 
RETREAT in Eagar, YOU are doing YOUR HAPPY DANCE!!
Yes, email just went out to our 14 attendees and additional alternates for 
the 2022 CfR AZ retreat at the X Diamond Ranch in Eager, AZ.
That also means there is still time to apply to be a River Helper on Sunday.  
We have a few spaces left for those of you who wish to enjoy guiding these 
ladies through their FIRST Fly Fishing experience.
Click on the link below.

https://interland3.donorperfect.net/weblink/weblink.
aspx?name=E135959&id=8

Please remember, all of our volunteers must be vaccinated against COVID, vaccine of your 
choice.  No Booster is needed.  •  The other weekend, several of our volunteers we learning 
more about fly tying with Sharon Richardson.

Karen Gremminger
Program Coordinator, CfR AZ
Catch Karen at: karen@lauransa.net

Casting for Recovery Arizona April 2022 Update...

Here are Karen, Patty, Sharon and Terese
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       Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2022.

OUR DFC CLUB MEETINGS ARE BACK!  
WEDNESDAY • APRIL 13, 2022
Join us with Guest Speaker: Joe Staller

Host: Mark Sokol • Phone: 480-216-4164 • Email: mesokol@msn.com

APRIL 16, 2022
SENECA LAKE OUTING  

Host: Joe Staller (joestaller@yahoo.com, • cell 602-568-9431)

SATURDAY, JUNE !!, 2022
BOLDER COVE at CANYON LAKE  

Host:
Joe Staller, joestaller@yahoos.com •  cell 602-568-9431
Dick Brooks, gdubby77@gmail.com •  cell 480-203-9634

MAY 20-22, 2022
BIG LAKE OUTING  

DFC 
MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly 
fishing in Arizona through 
education, conservation and 
community outreach efforts 
by:
 
• Providing Education classes 

and clinics on fly fishing, fly 
casting, fly tying, rod  building 

and other associated skills

• Committing to conserve, 
restore, and enhance local 

and regional fisheries

• Making fishing 
approachable, enjoyable and 

safe in family friendly 
environment

• Promoting responsible an-
gling practices

Jay Figley and his camera captured some of the better 
Trout Bums here at McQueen Park...

Nice to see a young generation like this learning 
from the more experienced.


